
Portable payment
with an unparalleled 
track record

The NURIT 8000S gives you precisely what you want in a portable 
payment device—secure and reliable transaction processing, 
exceptional flexibility to tailor solutions to your requirements, and 
best of all, a proven track record that’s second to none.

When business is busy and customers are on the go,
you need payment to be as fast and effortless as possible.
The NURIT 8000S offers a large, backlit graphical display and keypad, 
and convenient touch screen with signature capture capability that 
allows customers to quickly approve and sign for transactions 
without juggling pen and paper. Drop-down, on-screen menus and 
a virtual keyboard simplify usage and minimize errors. Support for 
a broad spectrum of short and long-range wireless options lets you 
process transactions any time, anywhere. In addition, rechargeable 
batteries ensure the device keeps working for you throughout your 
longest days.

The NURIT 8000S securely and efficiently handles a variety of credit, 
debit, EBT, and value-added transactions such as gift and loyalty cards. 
The device includes a built-in PIN pad and a fast, quiet, graphical 
thermal printer. In addition, your transactions and customer data are 
protected with the help of state-of-the-art anti-fraud features. Further, 
the device is durable and dependable enough to stand up to the most 
demanding conditions.

Secure, reliable, versatile, and proven—in short, you’ve got to hand it to 
the wireless NURIT 8000S from VeriFone.

Accept payments anywhere

Easily view the large, backlit display under
any lighting condition

Get transactions approved and signed electronically 

Enjoy unmatched security, durability, and reliability

BENEFITS  AT  A  GLANCE
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Features & Benefits

Handy Design

• Compact and lightweight device fits neatly in the palm of your hand

• Large, backlit graphical display and ample 18-key keypad with 
backlighting make the device easy to read and use under any conditions

• Touch screen and stylus support electronic signature capture so 
consumers can sign right on the screen and be on their way

• Drop-down, on-screen menus and forms, “virtual” keyboard, and other 
familiar advanced graphical capabilities simplify usage and minimize 
errors

Very Versatile

• Device is ideal for a variety of markets—delivery and service businesses, 
restaurants, taxi services, sports arena vendors, and other retailers in 
need of queue-busting or temporary locations

• Wireless design lets you take payment directly to consumers outside your 
store, at their table, in their seats at a game and eliminates the need to 
make patrons hand over their cards

• Wide range of wireless options including GSM/GPRS, and Wi-Fi – for 
maximum flexibility

• Complete payment processing solution with bi-directional magnetic-
stripe card reader, smart card reader, built-in PIN pad, and integrated, 
high-speed thermal printer delivers maximum convenience 

• Support for a long list of accessories such as a docking station, external 
modem with landline communication options, carrying case and car 
adaptor provide added flexibility

Powerful Performance

• Fast 32-bit processor speeds transactions to get customers quickly 
on their way, and ample memory supports multiple applications 
simultaneously 

• Quick-charge batteries keep you going longer when you’re in a hurry 

• Large removable (SD/MMC) memory card offers extra data storage

Highly Secure

• Meets all Visa and MasterCard security requirements including PCI PED 
approved for PIN-based transactions

• Secure internal PIN pad and advanced encryption protects against fraud

• Tamper resistance and tamper evidence features guard against physical 
access to device
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The Future in the Palm of Your Hand

NURIT 8000S provides a large, white 
backlit graphical display; ideal for darker 
environments; and supports touch screen 
for electronic signature capture.

Compact solution fits neatly in the palm of 
your hand for quick and easy transactions


